that could have been an abstract realization of a medical treatment room, containing stark fitted "furniture" with cold metallic grey and silver surfaces, and a hard treatment table (or possibly a mortuary slab) in the centre, over which was suspended a video monitor, tilted down to look on to the table, on which played continuously a close-up of Margaret Thatcher, silently mouthing words of treatment to the patient -whoever that might be -possibly the nation (remember the date). The Tate Gallery purchased this work for its permanent collection.
Another fascinating work is Corps Etranger by artist Mona Hatoum, born in Beirut in 1952. This is a video installation. The viewer enters a small cylindrical room with only just enough space for two or three persons and the image is projected in a circle on the floor. Hatoum offers us some endoscopic video material of the length of her own alimentary canal. To the lay viewer there is both simultaneous fascination and repulsion at this most intimate, and possibly the ultimate, self-portrait.
The enfant terrible of the Young British Artists (YBAs) of the 1990s is Damien Hirst, born in Bristol in 1965; an artist who insists on confronting us with mortality, he has often called upon medical references for his sculptural installations -his huge "vitrines", not only of the famous great white shark, the sliced cow, the lamb all suspended in formaldehyde (perhaps strictly more veterinarian in these instances), but also the more sculptural ones, for example He Tried to Internalise Everything, which contains on one side a chair that faces across a table to some sort of quasi-medical apparatus, all of the contents having been sawn right through and the two halves separated by glass. His work entitled Pharmacy is an arrangement of shelves on which sit boxes of medicines, exactly like we might have found behind the scenes in a dispensing chemist. Hirst opened a restaurant with Marco Pier White called "Pharmacy", although it closed following a public row between the two. The row involved Hirst removing the artworks that he had created and installed in the restaurant, and White creating his own versions and installing them.
More recently Hirst's work Hymn has caused controversy -it is a huge bronze sculpture of a man's head and torso with all the internal organs on display, which Hirst said was inspired by a toy possessed by his son, although the toy manufacturer claimed (successfully) that this was a copyright infringement. The art collector Charles Saatchi purchased the work and it is on display in his new gallery in the old Greater London Council (GLC) building on the south side of Westminster Bridge.
All of this is food for thought, a medium in which to express medical biography Board of the Journal of Medical Biography will be missed greatly. Four more in Alex's series of "Plaques on London houses of medico-historical interest" are awaiting publication and these will appear in due course.
Christopher Gardner-Thorpe Editor
